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FIRING PRACTICE RANGE FOR FRONT-LINE FIGHTERS

By John Redfern, Representing the Combined British press

With the Fifth Army,
Italy, April 17«

This morning there is a continuous crackle of rifles and a newcomer would imagine

we were having a Battle. The noise comes from what must he the most-forward practice

firing range in the world*

There, interrupted by occasional shells, soldiers brush up their marksmanship

and snipers from the front, only a few miles away, break in new rifles.

The General commanding the beach-head forces believes training gives the soldiers

s good frame of mind. He is also an enthusiast for aggressive jun trolling, not only

because it harasses the enemy but because it is a way of training young officers.

The ’Krauts'’, as all the Americans call the enemy, co-operate in his schemes by poutting

in their own combat patrols. Every night there is hide-and-seek activity between the

German positions and ours. In this way we Keep check on the Germans’ strength against

the thirty miles perimeter of the beach-head, find out the quality of their different

units and locate their wire and minefields. Thousands of Germans are opposed to us on

this front, but during daylight it is hard to spot any infantry. They are like our

own front line men - curled up) in small dug outs, resting before the work and worries

of the night.

It is different for the gunners. They are busy night and day. The Germans fling

about two thousand shells into the beach-head every day. They get all those, and more,

back.

But they have the benefit of shooting into a. compact area crammed with men, dumps,

guns and vehicles. Our gunners get..one advantage; our lack of elbow-room; our

batteries are so close together they can join in a powerful concentration of fire if it

is necessitated by a threat to any part of our front. The German is very fond of using

self-propelled guns, which he moves during darkness, camouflages, shoots off - and then

the guns make a get-away. So we try to hit his guns when they are active. Every

shell landing n the beach-head is reported to the Artillery Command Post with, if

possible, information on direction of sound and flash, time and location of the shell-

burstr . the number of rounds fired and the calibre, if, as is usual, several reports

are received on one shoot it is possible to work out approximately the shell’s

starting' point*

Then courier-fire is put down. we also shoot at the German ack-ack guns when

they open up against our bombers.

In day time we keep track of German artillery through the air observation post

organisation consisting of gunner officers turned airmen. These people have been

invaluable in this largely flat area in which ground observation posts are restricted

to houses and a few towers. This region had quite a lot of towers, some built for

holiday sights ers, some for artillery practice. Nov/ most of the towers have been

/ shelled.



shelled. Three towers in Littoria which the Germans were using for observation on

Anzio port are now destroyed. But as the Germans -were here just over three months

ago they have got buildings registered and can fling shells at us with the know-

ledge that they are likely to hit something. Their biggest gun is the 280 millimetre

which chucks about a quarter of a ton of shell at us every time it is fired. But,

touching ’wood, it has so far done relatively small damage.

It is a naval gun, mounted on a rail-waggon and the same typs as the guns

fired cross-Channel. It can shoot thirty miles easily which probably means its

Home
"heme” is some/ marshalling yard from which it is token "by night to a chosen location.

Every soldier here seems capable of making an excellent dug-out, Some of them are

quite elaborate with bunks like a scrip's cabin. A general consciousness of the

value of soil or sand as protection against splinters undoubtedly explains the low

casualty figures even -when considerable artillery is at work on one area. An

example of this is one battery which received 3,000 shells. Only one man was killed,

seven wounded and two guns made useless for twenty-four hours.

Enemy air raids on the port have fallen off lately probably because they have

proved costly. In the beach-head's three months we have had 277 sir raids involving

about 2,500 sorties. Our defences which I have heard described as "best in the

world" have destroyed at least 179 enemy aircraft and 122 probables are

It is customary to talk of the excellent spirit of the men and sometimes one

wonders. But in the beach-head there is no doubting the confidence and cheerfulness

of Americans, Canadians and British. There is impatience about the slowness of

enterprise. But we have stopped arguing about the rights or wrongs of it. I think

probably the prevailing view here is we have suffered from our own success in the

■beginning. Enterprise designed to ease pressure on the main Fifth Army front by

searing the enemy soared him too much. To fight us he moved troops from France and

from the Balkans. We know we have pinned down crack enemy soldiers such as the

Hermann Goering Division who otherwise would have bean, in France now. The Germans*

wastage through casualties is heavier than ours, although the losses are not serious

at present* We feel we have got the measure of these Krauts. I have heard officers

here describe the heavy enemy thrust which began on Feb. 29 as "amateurish I*. Men

were sent into battle in penny packets and mown down. Yet small attacks are often

well organised by Jerry* Perhaps he is short of trained staff officers.
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